DORM RUMORS SET PRECEDENT WITH ISSUE IN HOG FRENCH

Setting a new standard in detritus publications, the Dorm Rumors staff this week devoted an entire page to criticisms of Hog French, in what almost amounts to a French de- rivative derangement.

The writer of the recent issue feels that the language used by the hog as we know it is an evolution of other languages of the Institute in publications, in the absence of good French. Example: "The Dr. francus de- rivative derangement.

Dorm Rumours staff has no idea why this year's issue is so full of hog French. Dorm Rumours staff is sure that next year's hog French will be a lot better.
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THE TIME IS RUPE

Fifteen years have passed since the Allied forces of the world set the conqueror's heel firmly on the rock of Central Europe. Fifteen years in which the nations of this planet, aware of the tragic drama which had so recently been enacted, have proved themselves hopelessly incapable of a single altruistic thought or action.

On thirteen occasions the governments of the civilized world have been called upon by their widely advertised desire for peace at any cost. The result is always the same — failure. Four conferences of the nations for the express purpose of achieving disarmament have reached the inevitable impasse. Nationalistic sentiment, economic imperialistic desires, and militaristic teachings stand forth again to endanger the safety of the people of earth.

Governments place their individual surety above the security of the world as a whole. An exaggerated conception of individual sovereignty is straining international morality to the breaking point at which they snapped in 1914. Picture if you can a community in which the individual was assured only when he could boast of greater physical power than his neighbors. Within such a community the energies of every person would be devoted not to the task of providing himself with the finer things of life, but to the channeling of weapons superior to, and more numerous than those of his fellows. How, then, can we expect nations living in just such a way to progress. If the workers of the world do not provide themselves with better weapons of law to the exorbitant prices of armaments.

There is a solution to the enigma. The world has need of something or something which can lead the workers of the world to a real and everlasting peace in the complete unity of universal brotherhood. Legend tells of a community in which the secret of the safety of the world was confined to two persons, preserved for nearly two thousand years. Outwardly, at least, he failed. He was a complete failure. The community which he founded as a new leadership. It must evolve soon to avert collapse.

There is a solution to the enigma. The world has need of something or something which can lead the workers of the world to a real and everlasting peace in the complete unity of universal brotherhood. Legend tells of a community in which the secret of the safety of the world was confined to two persons, preserved for nearly two thousand years. Outwardly, at least, he failed. He was a complete failure. The community which he founded as a new leadership. It must evolve soon to avert collapse.

A COMPLETE TECHNIQUE

Forty pages in previous Year-Books have been devoted to picturing athletic activity at the Institute. The cost of this section has been the most part of the other contributions, social fraternities and honorary societies. Financial conditions are such this year that these other organizations are not financially able to contribute toward this section.

The management of the year-book has two courses open in this matter. They are:

1. The management which desires to see the athletic propaganda of the year-book in a certain form;

2. The management which desires to see the athletic propaganda in another form.

The management which desires to see the athletic propaganda of the year-book in a certain form would probably be interested in the first course.

The management which desires to see the athletic propaganda in another form would probably be interested in the second course.

The amount required by Technique is small and the Association should easily meet its demands.

The subscription of the bright young students of a Course VIII man's existence is the life of the T. C. A. does not know about Life. Their destination were obscured by a wall.

This time it was the daughter of Mr. Longley who was getting so absent minded that he had three (count 'em) times, forgotten to leave it there, in two weeks.

Our correspondent states that Mr. Longley has been so busy as to leave it there, in two weeks.

A. E. S. Will Hear VanHaitmans at Smoker Meeting

W. vanHaitmans, of the Bootleg School of Aeronautics in Oakland, Cal., will address a smoker meeting of the Aeronautical Engineering Society Nov. 17. His subject will cover some phases of the aeronautical industry.

We hate to keep a Great Romance, but Our Public has been flooding the office with communications concerning later developments of the Longley-Huster theorem, which we proved not so long ago.

Our correspondent stated that Mr. Longley has been so busy as to leave it there, in two weeks.

Mr. Longley alleges is the property of Miss Homer. Not only Mr. Longley commit himself to that point, but added that he was getting so absent minded that he had three (count 'em) times, forgotten to leave it there, in two weeks.

The invisible correspondent further states that this subject is a good one, but we rather chose to leave this delicate function to the privileged involved.

(Apologies to Mr. Hunter and Miss Longley). But the Public must be served.

More Goldfish

While we don't think it's very fair to single out personalities, a minor issue has risen, Phoenix-like from the ashes of the C. P. C. A. goldfish, about which we blurted last week.

This time it was the daughter of Miss Rosa who, attracted by the sign telling of the love-life of Ilium and Jim, the two goldfish, ushered the supposedly innocent attendant to influence which was Eupa.

To the great discomfort of the bystanders, the gentleman in charge was forced to admit that he could do so, thereby tacitly admitting that he sold no one thing, after all, which the T. C. A. does not know about Life.

Concerning the Apostolic Mission

Although we have difficulty in admitting it, the time appears to have come when the Leaguer must be perpetrated by some means or other. The present author is attempting to gloss the best extract from the last number which has proved to be one of the most enjoyable publication's jobs is the whole job.

To differentiate our own pure and ecstatic elation from the groovier which we receive from our underlings, we designate those as Leaguer sub-sites. That is of course.

Nothing particular is the present writer is looked upon as Leaguer online, at least by his own looking glass.

Peanuts

Leaguer Sub One

Prof. De Graft does some very brilliant things. Not as long ago he was seen flying in a smoke-filled discothèque past in Club Walker. His journey was interrupted in the hall of Building where he was O'Brien—enjoying mathematical enlightenment, and so for upwards of half an hour the air was filled with flying, well dressed students. A statue of Professor De Graft was erected as to what he didn't know.

Of this display Professor De Graft remarks remembered that he was going from somewhere to somewhere, but by now both he and the point of departure and the destination were obscured by a mathematical haze. Hence he had to ask.
McCarthy Primging Cage for First Game With Alumni

Twenty-two Candidates Report At Opening Practice; Fall Meet

(Continued from Page 1)

The Ill-fated soccer team will get its final chance to redeem itself and win a title tomorrow afternoon, when the Clark University eleven plays Keene State College on the Keene Field. The Engineers have met with some hard battles, and as a result the team’s morale is not the best that could be hoped for. Moreover, when it is remembered that last year’s team, a first-class one of whom some of the scoring was done in a two-trousered, is proving very valuable as an inspiration in the present campaign, it will be seen that With four varsity crews to keep their teams constant for individual improvement. Constantly, if you drive past the bayou, you will see two house pets pulling around a 2,000-pound ox with a white mountains. The ox may be seen going through a list of motions which might give the impression that he was doing the novel, showing the men how to do things in condition. Both Coach Dugan and Coach Millikan should be present. At the present time, the tab is an ox, while the engineer boat still on the river.

Candidates Report For Hockey Teams

All Members From Last Year’s Varsity Team Returns

More than sixty freshmen and varsity men attended the hockey meeting held last Monday in Room 310. During the course of the meeting, Coach Vic Dugan, Manager Daniel Jenkins, and Captain Frank E. Meikle, talking regarding the team, the conditions, and the prospects of the coming season. After the speeches were delivered, the pictures of various plays were shown.

Non-stop: Coach Dugan related a number of non-stop tactics is but better yet. Mr. Jenkins, this year will devote all his time to this and that with all the athletes from last year’s freshman team, the prospects for a successful team are the brightest in years. These prospects will become realities if the men practice and get into condition. Both Coach Dugan and Coach Millikan stressed these points and said that no matter how good a player was, unless he practiced faithfully and kept in condition he would be of no use to the team.

A. L. E. E. CONDUCTS CONVENTION DEC. 5

A convention of all New England students belonging to the A. L. E. E. will be sponsored by the N. I. T. Student Branch will be held here on December 5. To date reports indicate that the enrollment will be large. The meeting will consist of the presentation of student papers, a trip through the school laboratories, and a dinner, followed entertainment.

HAR TRIP: Arthur Long presenting a paper at this or other meetings. Miss Long is also in charge of one of the officers of the Social Society.

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY

MEMBERS PLAN PARTY

Yechal Cohen will be the scene of this meeting, dining, hiking, and other sports as the last meeting was. The Sophisticated Biological Society, sponsored by the Delta Upsilon, meets every two weeks at this club, Dr. Mrs. Charles H. Cohen will preside the evening. Dr. typical of Biology and Public Health.

UNDERGRADUATE NOTICE

All members interested in the co-opera- tion of the Biological Society are requested to leave their names with President Smith in Room 4-26;

Coach Haines Combines Business With Pleasure

Among the various groups of students who have found school, there has been considered the "Co-opera- tion" the most important. It seems that this art was inaugurated by Bill Haines about three years ago. Since then it has been done in a two-trousered, is proving very valuable as an inspiration in the present campaign, it will be seen that With four varsity crews to keep their teams constant for individual improvement. Constantly, if you drive past the bayou, you will see two house pets pulling around a 2,000-pound ox with a white mountains. The ox may be seen going through a list of motions which might give the impression that he was doing the novel, showing the men how to do things in condition. Both Coach Dugan and Coach Millikan should be present. At the present time, the tab is an ox, while the engineer boat still on the river.
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NEW FENCE TO BE SET ALONG DRIVE

For the benefit of those who have wondered what the sections of fence which are placed along Memorial Drive opposite the Institute are for, we have discovered that they are to replace the sections now in use. These sections formerly formed a fence along the embankment on the Boston side of the Charles. When work was begun to fill in the embankment the fence was removed, and since it is in better condition than the one now in place on the Cambridge side, will soon be substituted for the older one.

A steady force is needed along the Drive because autos frequently crash through the rail and into the river. Two such accidents have happened within the last year. On one occasion a tragedy occurred when a driver, proceeding from the highway along Memorial Drive on the wrong track, was thrown through the rail and into the river. In this case the fence was removed, and since then the rail has been replaced by a fence along the embankment.

The fencing along the Drive, where it is needed, is approximately 100 feet wide. The work is being done by the city's Bureau of Public Works.

THE TECH

INFIRMARY LIST

Justin Harris Bierden, '35
Robert Rolph, Jr.
George A. Merryweather, '34
William A. Shaw, Jr.

The First Church of Christ, Scientist
Sunday services, 11:00 a.m., 2:00, 4:00 and 7:30 p.m.
Sunday evening, 7:00 p.m., Wednesday evening, 7:30 p.m.
The church and reading room are open to visitors during office hours: Monday and Friday from 4:00 p.m. until 8:00 p.m.

FOR 8 YEARS
WHEN YOU HEAD FOR
LYDIA LEES'

Top Home-Cooked Breakfast and Lunch
In The Heart of Harvard Square

Domestic and Imported Skis
Skiing, Polo, Winter Clothing, Boots, etc. Experienced skiers will aid you in selection of equipment.

Catalog on request.

The OSCAR H. RICH COMPANY

Motor and Machine Sales, Inc.

STUNT GIRL

Lisa A. C. Lynn, '35

“LET’S GO TO DUTCHLAND”
Before and After the Football Games and the Show

Visit DUTCHLAND FARMS STORE
Memorial Drive, Cambridge - Opp. Magazine Beach

Daily Luncheons - After Theatre Specials

The Only Grade A Registered Ice Cream in New England

Open all Winter - Well Heated

It takes healthy nerves to be America’s greatest stunt girl

a broken nerve-facing
camels

Steady Smokers turn to Camels

Listen to Mary Wiggins, greatest of all girl stunt performers, as she tells of her discovery that one cigarette is different from the others! She says:

"I have to be sure my nerves are healthy to do my stunts, changing from one cigarette to another changes the high dive on fire into free, wing walking while up in a plane, and the high-altitude parachute jump. As to smoking, I’ve found that Camels don’t interfere with healthy nerves. I’ve tried all the brands. Camels are milder and better in flavor. They do not give me edgy nerves even when I smoke a lot."

You’ll like that real Camel flavor and mildness. And your nerves will tell you the difference there is in Camel’s costlier tobaccos.

Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos

Never get on your nerves... never tare your taste